Brett Campbell.
Founder Fit International, Authority Academy & The Unleash your Greatness Movement.
Author of the Worlds Most Expensive Book / Speaker / Coach and more importantly Student

Are You Looking For A Guest With More Energy Than A Redbull
and More Passion Than A First Date?
In the past 4 years on average Brett has amassed 308 leads, 491 fans, and 30 customers per day
throughout his multiple business channels.
Other business achievements include:
Building a fitness franchise from 1 location to 35 in only 6 months
Generated $101,249 in a 24 hour period
Multiple 5 & 6 figure online product launches online
His social eco system (TM) regularly reaches several million people every week
Creator and Author of the book Right NOW! and the first $1 million dollar book experience
45,000+ customers from all over the world

What do these people say about Brett?
“I have known Brett for a few years now, firstly as a fan of his work, then as a friend. Not only has he provided IMMENSE value to my group, but also to me as person. Simply put, Brett has it
together! Great wife, great business, great life―If I am going to take advice from anyone, it’s going to be a guy like Brett. Whether it’s the way he handles the obstacles that life throws at you,
his ability to grow a raving group of fans, or change someone’s life―I trust Brett to deliver every time.” ―Dan Meredith, serial entrepreneur, author, speaker, and glorious leader at Coffee With
Dan
“Brett is a force of nature who will help you become your greater self and make your greatest contribution.” ―Alex Charfen, Founder of CHARFEN.
“I can’t say enough about Brett and this powerful book. If you want to start building momentum that will lead towards noticeable and meaningful change in your life (regardless of your current
situation) there’s no better read than Right Now! If you’re looking for encouraging yet practical advice to help you turn your dreams into a reality then you need to start reading Right Now! . . .
Right Now!” ―Jill Stanton, Screw the Nine to Five

Brett has been featured in and on:

About Brett Campbell
From Journeyman Cabinet Maker to Fitness Entrepreneur having built one of the fastest growing fitness brands in Australia, Brett
Campbell is a man on a mission and is living the dream life of a young and successful entrepreneur. Impacted and inspired by the
passing of a childhood friend, Brett is now taking his mission to the next level: helping the generations of entrepreneurs and professionals
realize their true potential and assume a life of freedom and abundance that is possible for all who dare to take charge of their destiny.
Brett’s mission is to help over 100 million people discover, design, develop and deliver their passion and expertise to the world so they
can make more money, help more people, and ultimately live a lifestyle of their design.
Brett Campbell is the owner and CEO of Fit International, a global health and fitness company whose products and services have helped
over 45,000 clients, and the Authority Academy, an online community for Internet marketers, coaches, speakers, and small business
owners.
He is also the founder of the Unleash Your Greatness movement, an international live-event series to help others pursue living the life of
their dreams. Having grown up in New Zealand, Brett now lives in the Gold Coast of Australia with his lovely wife, Emily, and their two
Pugs, Burt and Puggsly.
Contact:
Email: info@brettcampbell.net
Mobile +61 405 594 588
Skype: brettjacampbell
Website: http://brettcampbell.net
Facebook: http://brettcampbell.net/facebook

NEW YORK—OCT 18, 2016—Morgan James’s new release,
Right Now!: Why Not You and Why Not Now?
Brett is the author of Right NOW! Why not You… and why not Now!
Right Now is a comprehensible account about how certain life events can set a greater purpose into motion. Right
Now will ignite the spark readers need to exam their current existence and determine if they are truly filling life’s
possibilities. It not only highlights the realization that time is life, but also helps readers implement change by
explaining how they can create their own momentum and take action right away.
Anyone looking to replace the daydream with reality or take their pre-conceived success to a truer level will find the
functional pieces to do so in Right Now. With no regard for an individual’s status—CEO, custodian, or bar tender—
Right Now is the catalyst readers will want to jump start them towards their authentic self.

What do these successful people have to say about “Right NOW! Why not you… and why not Now?
“WOW!― is is the book that I wish I had ten years ago. is book should be mandatory reading for every college student, freelancer, entrepreneur, or anyone looking for a powerful breakthrough in their life
and business. Brett has walked the walk when it comes to realizing that life is not only short but precious, and using every moment to make a difference. is fantastic book can be your transformational
manual . . . but only if you read it. RIGHT NOW.” ―Aaron N. Fletcher, business coach and author of Stand Out: A Simple and Effective Online Marketing Plan for Your Small Business
“When it comes to achievement and success this is a ‘street-smart’ guide to a bigger, bolder life!” ―Mel H Abraham, CPA, CVA, ABV, ASA CSP, #1 best-selling author of The Entrepreneur’s Solution, and
founder of Thoughtpreneur Academy
“It’s a shame how many people fail to IGNITE their Entrepreneurial dreams. is book is the SPARK needed to become an Entrepreneur on FIRE!” ―John Lee Dumas of EOFire Podcast.
“ This book gets straight to the point and teaches valuable knowledge that everyone should learn, but very few people do. Brett lives this out in his own life and I’m glad he’s finally sharing this with others.”
―Chandler Bolt, Self-PublishingSchool
“If you feel like you’re in the hamster wheel of life and have no idea what to do or how to get out, Right Now! is the perfect companion. Brett has succinctly identified the key steps required to shift your
mindset, give you focus, and propel you into action RIGHT NOW!” ―Michael O’Neal, host of the Solopreneur Hour Podcast
“So many people fail to reach their potential. This book is ideal for anyone who wants to live life at the highest level of greatness. Brett Campbell lives a life of integrity, and he wrote this book to show you
how you can do the same. I highly recommend it for anyone who is striving to continuously better themselves.” ―AJ Mihrzad, best-selling author of The Mind Body Solution, Online Super Coach
“If you want to quickly discover the simple secrets to success, you need to read Brett’s book. It’s packed with actionable, practical steps for determining your vision, creating clear steps to gain
momentum, and how to feel absolutely unstoppable as you do it! If you’re not where you want to be in life―physically, emotionally or financially―it’s very likely because you’re not applying the strategies
inside Right Now! Why Not You and Why Not Now!” ―Justin Devonshire, international speaker, trainer and leading expert for Coaches, Trainers & Consultants
“So many people fail to take action in their lives and therefore live a life of mediocrity. Reading the tips in this book will help anyone overcome that obstacle and succeed.” ―Josh Felber, JoshFelber.com,
two-time best-selling author, Emmy Award–winning executive producer, and serial entrepreneur
“Why not you, and why not now? The first time I heard similar words years ago, they struck a deep cord within me and spurred me to pursue my larger purpose with greater intentionality. However, the gap
between ‘wanting to’ and ‘knowing how to’ often seemed insurmountable. Brett Campbell’s insightful and inspirational book, Right Now! provides a detailed road map for traversing the gap and achieving
your dreams. With authentic personal stories and anecdotes, Campbell outlines the journey with remarkable clarity, from discovering your unique purpose to useful insights as to what’s holding you back.
He reveals practical and actionable steps every one of us can take to go from ‘wanting to’ to ‘knowing how to.’” ―Susie Albert Miller, MA, MDiv, speaker and coach, author of Listen, Learn, Love: How to
Dramatically Improve Your Relationships in 30 Days or Less!

